
SECWION 4 
EMDIPYE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM RESULTS 

FINDINGS AND ACIIONS 

This section presen the s of the ECSPs two yeas of eahuatian of the nearly 6000 
plye cori witin is scope. It hddresses the two basic issues raised by the concerns 

(I) the aeqacy ofTVA pCaonel practices and policies an (2) sp iic apc of the 
desigM Inai--mlpt operatio, and mNaienaace ofTVA's nuclear plats 

The section is divided into two sabsectios Subsection 4.1 presents a discussion of the most 
signficut findn idedfin in various categries. Subsection 4.2 cotains the results of an 
overa mesnt of these progrnm findings condacted by the beads or repres tives of 
each Category Evaluationn Group as well a the Manager of the ECSP. Subsection 4.1 lays a 
foinuation at the categoy level upon which the propgam-lcrel discussio in Subsection 42 
is built.  

4.1 CATEGORY-LEVEL FINDINGS 

Several techmical isnes were reviewed at the category level by the Employee Concerns 
Task Group in the course of its evalnationa A number of these technical issues were 
conidered to be significat because there was extensive analysis, physical modification, 
or rework required to demn.trate hardware adequacy at the plant sites. The Task 
Group's review of these technical issues provided part of the basis for the conclusions 
drawn in the geeral areas of performance needing improvement discussed later in 
Subsectioan 4.2.  

The major technical topics evaluated by the Employee Concerns Task Group were, for 
the most part, not new. These area of technical weakness had largely been identified 
earlier by TVA, and many substantial corrective actions had already been identified in 
the Nuclear Performance Plan and were under way at the time of the Task Group's 
evaluations. However, in some cases insufficient action had been taken or else planned 
action had not been agressively pursued. In these instances, the ECSP evaluations 
acted as a catalyst to focus more attention on these areas.  

The major technical topics fell into either the electrical, mechanical, or civil/structural 
disciplines, with the electrical discipline having the greatest number of the topics. Table 
4.1 provides a listing of the technical areas of concern and the categories where the 
problems were evaluated. Andix C, Category Level Overview, provides a brief 
synposis of each topic grouped under its discipline. Findings, significance of the 
findings, and actions are presented in the appendix.  

Findings affecting programs and processes also resulted from the evaluations conducted 
by various categories. Table 42 provides a listing of these programmatic areas of 
concern and the categories where the problems appeared and were evaluated. The table
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indlcates the extent to which the topic is supported by various category finding Specific 
actiom eiter bave been or we being taken for the pog -ma findings Appendi C 
provides a brief synopsis of eachtopic under the categories in which they appeared. The 
collective eaent of these progra atic area is prsented in Subsection 4.2.  

Findings reflecting upon angen1eF and employee job perforance resulted from the 
enmhstios of the topics presented in Table 42 by the 'technical" categories, i.e., 
Construction, Engineering, Operations, Material Control, Welding, and Quality 
Assurace. These findings reinforced the evaluation results of the three "non-technicar 
categories; e., Management and Personnel; Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdoing 
and Misondort and Industrial Safety.  

42 PROGRAM-LEVEL FINDINGS AND ACTIONS 

Based on the review of the category level findings presented in Subsection 4.1, it was 
concluded that four general areas of weakness existed in TVA's nuclear program prior to 
February 1986. The first of these four areas deals with management and employee job 
performance problems. The other three areas focus on implementation of various 
programs and/or processes - in particular, the program for reporting, resolving, and 
preventing recurrence of deficiencies; the design process; and work control systems.  
The findings and contributing causes for each of these four areas are discussed in this 
subsection, and the actions, either already taken or in process, to correct the findings and 
causes are presented.  

Most of the broad corrective action programs necessary to address the general areas of 
weakness presented in this subsection had been previously recognized by TVA and were 
targeted for improvement in the Nuclear Performance Plan. The assessment herein of 
the ECSPs findings acknowledges the appropriateness of these actions. However, 
approximately 1300 specific detailed actions were identified as a result of the program's 
individual evaluations and subsequent analyses. It is not known for certain how many of 
these actions would have been identified by other ongoing TVA activities associated 
with the Nuclear Performance Plan and other independent programs. However, it is 
believed that a substantial number would have been identified apart from the ECSP 
These actions are serving to implement the broad actions of the Nuclear Performance 
Plan at the working level. As of September 1988, nearly half of these specific actions 
have been completed, but the remainder are still either under way or planned.  

4.21 Management and Employee Performance 

Problems with management and employee job performance were the major 
contributors to many of the problems experienced in the TVA nuclear program prior 
to 1986. Over one-third of the alleged problems voiced by employees and evaluated 
by the Employee Concerns Task Group dealt with management performance, 
fairness of personnel policies, and work conditions for unionized employees. The 
evaluations of these allegations showed that TVA's management practices and



policies in man areas were enerally acceptable. However, there were also 
iniio that may line manars (1) did not regard the degree of excellence to 
which their work activities were perinmed as being primarily their rsponsiblity, 
(2) were unknowl e or indiffereat about established policies, and (3) were 
inept in employee annca t ese evaluations showed that some employees 
also lacked a commitment to and responsibility for achieving rcelence in 
performance. Finding in the other three general areas of weakness, which deal with 
technial programs and processes, revealed that problems in management and 
employee performance were the root causes or underlying conditions leading to 
many of the problems in those areas as well.  

In the following discussion of management and employee job performance, reference 
is made to the management of quality in work activities. The term "quality" refers to 
the degree of excellence achieved in day-to-day work performance. Shortcomings in 
quality may impact the effectiveness with which a work activity is done but do not 
necessarily mean that the end-product of a work activity is inadequate to perform its 
intended function.  

Some TVA managers and their subordinates were inattentive to their responsibility 
for ensuring the quality of their work activities. Weaknesses in the management of 
quality were indicated by findings in all areas evaluated by the Employee Concerns 
Task Group. For example, under the general area of work control systems, there 
primarily their responsibility, (2) were unknowledgeable or indifferent about 
established policies, and (3) were inept in employee communications. These 
evaluations showed that some employees also lacked a commitment to and 
responsibility for achieving excellence in performance. Findings in the other three 
general areas of weakness, which deal with technical programs and processes, 
revealed that problems in management and employee performance were the runt 
causes or underlying conditions leading to many of the problems in those areas as 
well.  

There was evidence of ineffective communication between managers and their 
employees as well as between functional organizations. Many managers failed to 
communicate their expectations, the reasons for their actions, or the decisions of 
higher-level managers with their employees. In addition, in work activities which 
crossed functional boundaries, there was often a lack of coordination and 
cooperation between organizations.  

The ineffective communications between management and employees was evidenced 
by isolated incidents of intimidation and harassment in the TVA nuclear 
organization. Furthermore, there was a perception held by some employee5 that an 
environment of intimidation and harassment existed and was widespread.
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The weaknses in nagsement and employee job performance discussed above 
were determined to have resulted from a set of underlying conditions or root causes 
that existed during the time frame represented by the concerns. It is significant that 
these condition had been recognized by the TVA Board of Directors and the 
Manager of Nuclear Poer and that major improvements had been planned and 
wea lrea dy underway in accordance with the Nudear Performance Plan concurrent 
with impemenation of the ECSP-s evaluation phase.  

The problem with TVA's organizational structure and stability as described in 
Section 2 was one of the root causes of nuclear management and employee 
weaknesses. In the various organirtional structures used for the TVA mnucdear 
program, lines of responsibility, authority, and accoumtability were not always clearly 
defined or m icatedd Functional orgnizatio operated autonomousy, often 
in competition with each other, with no unified sense of purpose. The numerous 
reorgaizatios did not allow working relationships to become well established and 
also led to attrition of key personnel.  

The second root cause was the ineffective implementation of programs for acquiring, 
developing, training, and retaining qualified managers. These programs were not 
able to provide the managerial capability needed to keep pace with the expanding 
nucear program. Managers lacking in supervisory experience were placed in job 
assignments for which they had not been adequately prepared through training or 
development programs.  

A third root cause for the findings in the management and employee area was 
determined to be a lack of positive and persistent actions among some personnel to 
ensure tighter controls and more certain adherence to commitments. These habits 
lay at the foundation of the problems with management for quality as described 
above. Many personnel either ignored or downplayed the importance of their job 
performance as it related to various programs, the need for monitoring work 
activities, and the correcting of problems that were found. There was a general 
resistance among some personnel to change established work practices that did not 
conform to applicable standards.



Seeral actions are either planned or under way througwout the Office of Nuclear 
Ptwer in maccord with the Nuclea Pernormance Plan to address the findings and 
root causes in the general area of ranag ment and employee probines.  

At the time the ECSP was intiated, the TA Board had already taken the first mjor 
action for magent weaknesses by bringing in a senior manager to integrate the 
TVA nuclear program. Under his direction, the managerial staff was consolidated 
into a centralid organizational unit with each part having defined responsibilities 
that interrelated to each other. With this organizational structure, progress is being 
made in eliminating the conflicts in management responsiblity, authority, and 
aoutablity that previously had existed.  

Ia recognition of the shortage of qualified managers to handle the complex nuclear 
plant construction and operational programs, TVA has initiated short-term and 
long-term programs to obtain the needed magement competence In the 
short-term, TA has contracted with various companies in the nuclear industry to 
obtain experienced individuals to serve as managers. In the long-term, TVA 
has been recruiting and hiring experienced and qualified managers as regular TVA 
employees. As regular employees have been hired and have demonstrated 
proficiency, the loaned managers have been gradually phased out.  

In addition, a management training and development program has been instituted to 
upgrade the competence of individual managers. The management training portion 
of the program includes three new mandatory courses for managers. Each of the 
courses inchlud training to enhance both listening and oral communications skills.  
The management development portions of the program will be functioning by 
December, 1988. They will include a management assessment and promotability 
program that wil identify, develop, and place employees with exceptional leadership 
potential.  

Greater attention is now being given to the management of the quality function 
throughout the nuclear organization. Line management oversight and direction of 
nuclear quality-related activities has increased. Responsibility for the independent 
verification of various quality assurance activities throughout the Office of Nuclear 
Power, including those related to engineering, construction, and operation, has been 
consolidated under the Director of Nuclear Ouality Assurance. The Nuclear Ouality 
Assurance Manual has been restructured and revised to provide more effective 
corporate control of quality assurance activities. Procedures addressing quality 
assurance activities are being reviewed and revised as appropriate. A nuclear 
training organization has been established to develop and conduct management and



technical couses in various area, including the quity function. Additional 
dbsoioa of corrective actions for the ma auent of quality s provided later in 
thissumnution.  

Nueasns actions a e under way to improve aRan b.et inCt P manugement 
and employees and between functiond orgaijaioni Through the new 
management training coues diasned previously, TVA line managers' 
nommsniations skills are being upgraded. The Manager of Nuclear Poer is 
quirg his nanagers to Walk their spces on a regar basi. This action is forcing 

managers fto the workplace and is prouoting a ,superviol/empy interactions.  
Various spects of the Employee Communations rogram are being used to eep 
employees abreast of management policies and major events within the Office of 
Nuder Power. Also, employee fdbck is being gathered through the Employee 
Concerns Program to assist Office of Nuclear Power manageent to plan and modify 
the progr m that are improving the nuclear program's work environment.  

With respect to the perception held by some employees of a widespread 
environment of intimidation and harassment, all of the corrective actions described 
above when taken collectively should help to re-establish employee trust in 
management and eliminate this perception. In addition, all substantiated 
occurrences of intimidation and Larassment either have been or will be reviewed by 
the Manager of Nuclear Power. Appropriate disciplinary action either has been or 
will be taken in all cases, up to and including termination of employment 

As a result of ECSP evaluations, some corrective actions were developed by line 
managers to address work conditions for unionized employees and fairness of 
personnel policies. Work rules for craft personnel will be standardized, guidelines 
will be issued on the use of overtime, and candidates for construction foreman 
positions will be reviewed by upper management to ensure selections on a fair and 
impartial basis.  

42.2 Duaie-y Rqevrta, Resolution, and Recurrence Prnme tl 

Nuclear utilities are required by federal law to establish measures to ensure that 
failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, or other conditions not conforming to 
applicable quality standards are promptly identified and corrected. In significant 
cases, these measures are to ensure that the cause of the condition is determined, 
that action is taken to preclude recurrence, and that such action is documented and 
reported to appropriate levels of management.  

Eindinm 

Weaknesses were identified in TVA's previous programs for ensuring that conditions 
not conforming to applicable quality standards, i.e., Conditions Adverse to Quality 
(CAO), were promptly identified, documented, evaluated, corrected, and reported to



mB eutin a manner consistent with their importance to safety. These problems 
contribud to the observations made previously regarding TVA's naugement of 
quaLty in its nclear activities. However, they did not constitute a complete 
kbeacdown in the overail mangmennt program and mctbodolog under which 
TVA's nuclear plants are designed, constructed, and operated. This overall 

n nt program and methodoog has numerors tiers of protection built into it 
- such as trained workers, approved procedures, redundant systems audits, 
ipections and tests - to ensure that the plants operation do not coninte an 
unaccepalnhe lmzard to the public.  

Theficiency reporting programs often did not dearly indicate when conditions 
adverse to quality were required to be identified and documented. For those 
deficiencies that were identified, there was a tendency to only fix the immediate 
problems. There was a failure to use these programs as a management tool to detect 
and correct adverse trends in performance. There were limited determinations of 
the underlying root causes of problems found and of the potential generic 
applicability of the poUtens to other components, systems, structres, procedurs 
programs, facflitie, or plants. As a result, there was an inability to fully dose 
problems, In some iatancrs even the immediate problems were not fixed as 
inaccurate reports of corrective action completion were accepted without question by 
those responsible for ensuring popeir corrective actioa implementation 

At Sequoyah and Browns Ferry Nucldear Plants in particular, personnel tended to 
address problems that were found by immediately writing work requests to fix the 
problems without first documenting the problems for evaluation. As a result, 
short-term actions were provided but line management was not guided by the formal 
evaluation process into a thought process to determine root cause, generic 
applicability, and long-term action for problems found. Consequently, 
determinations were not always made as to whether or not unreviewed safet) 
questions were raised by identified problems and assessments were not always made 
regarding the requirements for escalating the problems. Also, personnel at 
Sequoyah and Browns Ferry were not timely in their reviews of CAO Reports from 
other TVA sites that had been determined to be generically applicable to Sequoyah 
and Browns Ferry.  

Several contributing factors were cited for the poor performance noted in the CAO 
programs that had been in effect during the time period of the concerns. These 
factors were in addition to the Management and Employee Performance root causes 
discussed previously. Multiple corrective action programs had evolved from TVA's 
Nuclear Ouality Assurance Manual requirements, each with its own weaknesses in 
processes and responsibilities. These multiple programs had not been unified under 
a single coordinated program, and interrelationships between the various programs 
had not been clear. Another cause for the weaknesses in this area was the lack of a
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nla the Nuclear rformanece Plan, TVA cmninted to improving its ndear 
correive action propam to provide for (1) tracing of codition adee to quality 
a ppro tesalion of dthose coditions which are not resolved in a timely manner, 

(2) treding of condition adverse to quality and analysis of significant negative 
reaK to identify their root caies for corrective action, and (3) analysis of problems 
at oe nuclear plant to identify the need for remedial or preventive action at TVA's 
other nlear5 plants.  

In keeping with this anitment, a new CAO program was implemented as of April 
1987 thrnaghout the Office of Nuclear Power. The new program consolidates the 
muhiple procedures in TVA's previous programs, has standard definitions of terms 
and coadtioas, and uses standard forwm for reporting. This program is focused to 
anie timely corrective actior. and to strengthen the steps for determining root cause 
and enaric applicability to other plant TVA recognized in the Nuclear 

erformance Plan that this new CAQ program is an ambitious effort to coalesce 
uany progranPntic activities and that, as this program evolves, further 

impronemes or adjustments will be necesary.  

In March 1988, the Manager of Nuclear Power initiated several temporary measures 
to further improve the timeliness and effectiveness of the CAO process CAQ 
Reports originated onsite will receive division manager review, as well a an 
overview by the site director. In the case of CAO Reports originated in Knoxville or 
Chattanooga, the review will be made by the branch chief, or equivalent, and will 
require the concurrence of the division director.  

These special reviews by senior management will ensure: 1) that the CA) Report is 
written in a manner that dclearly addresses the problem; 2) that a qualified individual 

performs an operability review as soon as possible to determine whether conditions 
exist that could prevent any safety-related equipment from performing its intended 
function; and 3) that an adequate generic review is made to determine whether any 
identified safety issue could affect another facility.  

4.23 DesIip PFcMi 

The design function (or design process) combines appropriate technical and 

management processes to systematically document each plant design to confirm 
design adequacy for purposes of safety analysis, licensing, construction, and
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operation. To acuOplids these purposes the design output documentation such as 
drawinp, speafiions, bills of material, system descriptions, and supporting 
analysis and calculations must be accurately developed and maintained. There 
shold be dear traceability from design input (e.g., regulatory requirmens, design 
criteria, codes ad stanmdards) to the actual physical confiration of the plant after it 
is built and while it is maintained during the plants operational phase.  

The design funtian, while controlled by the Division of Nuclear Engineering 
involves the coordinated participation of several organizations within the Office of 
Nudear Power, including Quality Assurance, Construction, and Operation 
Further, the design function includes continuing plant configuration control and 
reconciliation between design requirements and the as-built plant features 
throughout the construction and operating phases of plant life.  

FindinPs 

As mentioned in Subsection 4.1 and Appendix C, weaknesses were observed with 
TVA's design process. The main problems found dealt with adequacy of and 
conformance with procedures, adequacy of design documentation (particularly 
calulations), adequacy of the design review process, and timeliness of the held 
design change process in effectively resolving design discrepancies. These 
weaknesses taken collectively had contributed to the physical plant features being in 
conflict with design requirements in some cases.  

Roonnt ause 

The causes for problems in the design process, in addition to the root causes 
discused previously in the general area of Management and Employee Performance 
problems, included weaknesses in design, modification, and maintenance procedure 
content and implementation. Also, in view of the fact that some undertrained and 
less experienced personnel did not fully understand and document quality 
requirements, there was a failure of some managers to recognize their need to 
exercise more control in establishing and maintaining a design baseline ,it each of the 
plants. In addition, some plant operations personnel conducted maintenance and 
modifications affecting plant design without informing or including Engineering.  
They did not fully recognize the need for interfacing with Engineering to continue 
the design process beyond the construction phase and into the operating nhase of the 
plant.  

Actions to address design process weaknesses and their associated causes either have 
been taken, are being taken, or are being developed through implementation of the 
Nuclear Performance Plan and as a result of ECSP evaluations. These actions are 
contributing to enhanced performance in the management of the design process.



In accordance with the Nuclear Performance Plan, Engineering activities have been 
centralized within the Division of Nuclear Engineering, and dear and unambiguous 
lines of authority and responsibility have been established within the division.  
Engineering support for each nuclear plant has been strengimihnd through the 
creation of a project engineering f"ction for each plant to control plant-specific 
work. The project engineer has direct and dose control over the work produced for 
the project and is responsible for the work's quality. Engineering procedures are 
being upgraded as part of an overall restructuring of the Office of Nuclear Power 
procedures system.  

The Division of Nuclear Engineering has initiated a corporate-wide Specifications 
Improvement Program to develop master specifications and project-specific 
engineering requirements specifications covering construction, modifications, and 
maintenance of TVA's nuclear plants. In this major program, design requirements 
are being assessed and site implementing documents aie being reviewed and revised 
as appropriate to incorporate proper technical guidance from newly developed 
specifications. Major programs are also under way at all sites to verify and establish 
plant configuration, to reconstruct the design baseline, and to review and evaluate 
modifications against licensing commitments and design bases.  

In addition, a net F-gineering Assurance organization has been established which 
reports to the D.rector of Nuclear Engineering on all matters other than quality 
assurance, in which case it reports to the Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance.  
This organization is responsible for auditing engineering and design activities to 
verify that design bases are established and that quality requirements are 
incorporated. Both engineering program audits and in-depth technical audits are 
conducted by the section. Deficiencies noted during these audits are repor.e 0 the 
Director of Nuclear Engineering and the Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance.  
The Engineering Assurance organization verifies the implementation of corrective 
action measures taken in response to audit findings. The Manager of Engineering 
Assurance has the authority to stop engineering work that does no, onform to 
established requirements.  

As a result of the assessment of the root causes of engineering concerns, the 
Employee Concerns Task Group determined that additional actions were required in 
three specific areas of performance to strengthen the actions already being taken in 
accordance with the Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan. These three areas were 
the design review process, the planning and integration of design activities, and 
performance measurement methods. Specific CAPs were developed by the line 
organization for these areas which the Employee Concern Task Group considered to 
be adequate. An Engineering Work Management System will be developed and 
implemented that will provide intcgrateo and comprehensive control and support of 
engineering work. It will ensure that the necessary controls are in place to define, 
plan, schedule, estimate, budget, monitor, report, and direct the completion of
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The term 'ork control systemes as used in this report, refers to the pta ng, 
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Camirnctio upand Operations work activities It inadtues work performed under 
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Istances of ineffective work control were noted throughout the nclear 
arganinain. Weaknesse were identified in work planning and eecution There 
were times when muniio adl cooordination were lacng between functional 

ops ed in similar work activities. In some cases, work practices were 
permitted which were in direct conflict with formal training given to employees.  
Procedres at times were incomplete or did not contain sufficient detail to permit 
satirery task completion Also, there were indicatio of a general attitude that 
strict procedural compliane was not necessary. However, the mont sigficant work 
control waknes dealt with the closet process for review of work results. TVA did 
not coniten*ty verify and document tha the end prodoct of work programs and 
proess Mnadora met specifications and regations.  

At Watts Bar Nuclear Plan, in particur, work that had been accomplishd in 
earlier days of construction was found to be acceptable overall, but the 
documentation of that work had been poor when compared with today's nuclear 
industry standards. Current line management at the plant was found to have been 
knowledgeable of these past documentation problems and to have bcgun making 
improvements in reviewing and documenting work results. The Employee Concerns 
Task Group determined that some weaknesses in work control still eist today at 
Watts Bar, but to a lesser degree than before due to the steps being taken .owards 
improvement.  

Several major factors were found to have contributed to weaknesses iin work control 
systems. There was a lack of guidance in TVA Standards, Policies, and Directives for 
several nudlear programs, such as Work Packages, Work Requests, Work Plans, and 
Maintenance Requests, and this had contributed to a lack of planning of work under
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these progrums, Monitoring and trending progaus were laca thereby inhibiting 
the systematic control of work activities. Some implementing instructions for 
maintenance and construction work activities did not contain sufficient detail to 
enable work tasus to be performed correctly. There was an attitude among some 
managers and employees that strict adherence to procedures was not always 
neessay for performance of work. Lack of specialized training in certain work 
procedures and processes led in some instances to poor quality of work and to lack of 
uiformity in applying certain standard work processes.

Through implementation of the Nuclear Performance Plan, weaknesses in planning.  
coordinating, executing, and monitoring work activities and in reviewing work results 
are being addressed. TVA has created a corporate-level Planning and Financial Staff 
to develop a consistent approach to planning and scheduling the work activities of 
TVA's various nuclear departments. The staff will conduct periodic assessments of 
nudear sites and headquarters departments to verify that the implementation and 
execution of planning and scheduling programs are effective and consistent with 
corporate policy and direction. Through expansion of the corporate nuclear 
performance reporting system, key nuclear indicators are being collected for 
trending and analysis by the appropriate nuclear headquarters technical staff.  
Nuclear operations, maintenance, and surveillance procedures are being upgraded at 
all sites, and compliance with procedures is being enforced at all levels of the nuclear 
organization. A corporate nuclear maintenance staff has been created to oversee all 
nudear maintenance activities, including the trending and analysis of equipment 
performance and maintenance history.  

Prior to the ECSP evaluation, Watts Bar construction management had recognized 
signficant problems in work control systems and had initiated a major overhaul of the 
governing site procedure. The revised procedure corrected the problems in work 
authorization and documentation, planning and coordination, and work package 
content and control. However, management had not identified critical performance 
indicators f.ar monitoring the effectiveness of the work control program.  

As a result of the ECSP evaluations, Watts Bar has committed to develop and 
implement a procedure for monitoring and trending the work control program. This 
new procedure will provide for an initial representative sample of the work control 
program, using recognized statistical sampling methods. Following completion of 
the sample and resolution of any identified problems, the procedure will he applied 
as needed to investigate adverse trends in the work control program.

4-14



SECTION S 
STATISTIAL INORMA7`ION - SUPPORTING RESULTS 

This section pictorially presents and discusses data that were assembled at the conclusion of 
the ECSP for analysis The information as portrayed in the various pie charts and bar 
graphs relates to the disribution of concern%, evaluation findings (deficiencies), and actions 
among the various categories, TVA site locations, and organizations responsible for taking 
action. The data assisted the Employee Concerns Task Group in confirmring c~onclusions 
regarding significant problems at the time of the concerns, the distribution of problems at 
the various sites, and the types of actions being taken to fix problems.  

Specific disciplinary actions taken for the isolated substantiated occurrences of intimidation, 
harassment, wrongdoingm and misconduct were administered and tabulated separately from 
all other actions resulting from the ECSP;, therefore, these specific findings and actions are 
not reflected in the data presented in this section. Information on these specific findings 
and actions is presented in the Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdoing, and Misconduct 
category. In addition, the broad findings and actions necessary to correct the root causes in 
the Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdong% and Misconduct category were generally 

encmpasedby the flncfings and actions of the Management and Personnel category.  
Therefore, the Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdoing, and Misconduct category is not 
specifically depicted in several of the figures in this section.  

5.1 MANAGEMENTf AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

Figure AU and 512 on page 5-2 portray the distribution of concerns and evaluation 
findings among the various categories. It can be seen from Figure 5.1 that nearly half of 
the concerns voiced were personnel-related, i~e., they fell into either the Management 
and Personnel category or the Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdoing, and Misconduct 
category. The fact that there was such a large number of these concerns was at least 
circumstantial evidence that employees were dissatisfied with TVA management 
performance prior to February 1986. Although the evaluations revealed many areas in 
which management performance had been good, the need for significant improvements 
in some managers' basic skrills, practices, and knowledge was indicated.  

The number of actions for the Management and Personnel and Intimidation and 
Harassment categories were few when compared to the technical categories, but the 
actions thsamselves were broad and were directed at all levels of management. Figure 
5.3 on page 5-3 shows that there were no actions for the Management and Personnel 
category directed at any of the sites. All actions for the category, though relatively few in 
number, required the attention of corporate management as depicted in Figure 5.4 
(page 5-4). They were directed to WVA nuclear headquarters for resolution and 
dissemination throughout the nuclear organization,
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52 NATUR OF NGWIEERIG PROBLEMS 

Fipre 53 shows that the greatest number of dMiciendes at the sites resulted from 
evaluatioas in the Engineering, Operation, Costrucion, and Ouality Assurance 
cateries. Therefore, it is not surprising to find in Figure 55 on pao 5-5 that the 
Divisions of Nuclear Engineering, Construction, and Operations were the organizations 
rsponsible for taking the most actions.  

From Figure 52 (page 5-2) it can be seen that the Engineering category evaluations 
resulted in nearly twice as many findings of deficiencies as any other category's 
evaluations. Thirty-five percent of the findings in the program resulted from 
Engineering category evaluations while the second highest percentage of findings was 20 
percent in the Operations category. Figure 53 shows that the number of Engineering 
category findings at eich site was greater than those for any other category at each site.  
This is not surprising since TVA's engineering organization was responsible for the 
design of each plant. A look at Figure 5.4 above, however, shows that the Engineering 
category did not have the greatest number of non-plant-specific finding. These 
observations taken collectively indicate that, although Engineering category findings 
were greater in number overall than any other category's. these findings were mostly 
adjustments needed to the teciinical corrective actions at the sites.

Pý ILi



FIGURE 5.3 
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FIGRE 5.6 
DISTRIBTION OF ACTION 
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In fact, the preponder-nce of findings in the Engineering category related to weaknesses 
in the design FWoces and in the technical adequacy of the design output of which TVA 
was already aware at the time of the Task Group's evaluationsL However, as can be seen 
in Figure 5.6, 20 percent of the corrective actions for all categories involved the 
performance of eu4ineerng evaluations, and many of those evaluations are still under 
way. The results of those evaluations could identify new areas of weakness of which 
TVA was not previously aware. However, based upon the results of the Employee 
Concerns Task Group's evaluation effort to date, it is judged that this is unlikely.  

53 TYPES OF ACTIONS 

FInure 56 above depicts the typesodece of actin th Eineerg taken by the line organizations to fix 
problems found by the ECSP. It is significant to note that many of the actions to date 
involve reviews and revisions of procedure prograp's drawings, and other documents 
and that mot are not causing changes to physical plant hardware. Currently, only 9% of 
the actions are resulting in equipment rework. Some of these plant hardware changes are minor and nclude corrections to item such as pipe clamps and electrical terminalhe 
lugs. More extensive rework was required for instrument lines, cables, and hangers.  Ongoing engineering evaluations, and mapections and walkdowns could cause the 
percentage of hardware changes to rise. However, based on findings to date, it is 
reasonablove to conclude that there is relatively minor potential for discovering additional 
serious deficiencies related to employee concerns.



SECFIoN 6 
CONCLUSION 

The evaluation of the apprcuim-tely 60MK employee concerns within the ECSP's scope 
confirmed that WA's mncdeas program prior to February 1966 did have some management 

andognizational indqacies, some general weaknesses in implementing various 
p rnoapmi and proceses, and some technical problems. The majority of these various 
weaknesses feil within the boundls of the broad actions described in Revision 4 of TVA's 
Revised Corporate Nuclear Perlformance Plan, dated March 1987. As a result of ECSP 
evaluations, WVA line manaemet developed approximately 1300 specific, detailed CAPs 
that are implementing at the working level some of the actions in the Nuclear Performance 
PlaIL As of September 1968& nearly half of the 1300 CAPs have been completed, and the 
balance are either being worked or being planned based on project requirements.  

Over three-fourths of the nearly 6000 employee concerns evaluated either were not 
substantiated, were not a problem requiring action, or were already being addressed by line 
managcment prior to the evaluation. Employing a conservative approach, WVA identified 
approximately 1300 specific actions as a result of ECSP evaluations; however, the majority 
of these actions did not require physical changes to the plants. A substantial number of the 
actions involved document reviews, clarifications, and revisions. A small number of the 
actions had a greater impact in that they resulted either in physical plant rework or in 
management policy change throughout the organization.  

Regardless of the relative impact of the actions, concerns that led to some type of action as a 
result of the ECSP evaluations were considered in the assessment of root causes of 
problems. Therefore, each of these concerns played a part in helping to identify root causes 
and actions that would preclude recurrence of similar problems.  

The overall, multi-tiered management program and methodology by which TVA's nuclear 
plants were designed, constructed, and operated was generally effective in accomplishing its 
intended purposes. Although specific problems were found by the Task Group in various 
practices and activities of the TVA management system, there were and are sufficient 
checks and balances in the system to offset these individual problems and to avoid any 
condition constituting an unacceptable risk to the health and safety of the public. Examples 
of the numerous management practices and activities that were implemented in the several 
tiers of the WVA management system to provide the necessary checks and balances included 
1) a broad-based training program for worker.; 2) written procedures, reviewed and 
approved by affected organizations and personnel; 3) extensive inspection and testing 
programs for plant materials, pans, components, and systems; 4) overviews by line 
managers as well as by an active and independent quality assurance organization; and 5) 
redundant sys tems and equipment to act as backup in the event of operational malfunctions.



:;IA~rl half of the concerns questioned the adequacy of TVA personnel policies and 
practices. The evalution of these concerns revealed that TVA's maagmet practices and 
policies in inany areas were generally acceptable- However, there were occasions where the 
manner in which managemen had ipentdsome of its policies justified mnyM of the 
concerns and required some specific actions to be taken Man line managers during the 
period when the concerns were voiced (1) did not regard the degre of excellenc to which 
their work activities were performed as being primarily their responsibility, (2) were 

unkowldgebleor indifferent about established policies, and (3) were Wnept in employee 
communatons. The root causes of the management weaknesses identified by the 

Employee Concerns Task Group had been recognized by the TVA Board of Directors and 
the Manage of Nuclear Power, and major improvements had been planned and were 
already under way in accordance with the Nuclear Performance Plan concurrent with 
implementation of the ECSP's evaluation phase. As a result of ECSP evaluations, further 
actions were initiated in the areas of work conditions for unionized employees and fairness 
of personnel policies.  

Various procedural problems and technical errors that reflected poorly on TVA's 
manaemet of quality in its work were found by the Employee Concerns Task Group. In 

Uman case the problem observed was inadequate documentation, and this lack of 
documntaton had caused confusion and regulatory conflicts. As for those technical areasi 

determined by the Employee Concerns Task Group to require improvements, many of the 
areas had substantial actions in place at the time of the ECSP evaluations. In a few cases, 
the Task Group identified areas where greater attention was required to address the 
problems. Bringing these areas to the attention of line management led to the development 
of CAP& that will institute the necessary changes..  

The evidence did not indicate that TVA had willfully allowed cost and schedule to override 
safety and quality considerations or that safety and quality had been compromised to the 
extent that the health and safety of the public could not be reasonably assured. However, 
managers may have succumbed to cost and schedule pressures on occasion without realizing 
that work quality might suffer as a result.  

The Employee Concerns Task Group found that the Nuclear Performance Plan covered 
mist of the root causes of the concerns evaluated under the ECSP. T1his fact provided 
added confidence in the overall adequacy of the Nuclear Performance Plan as TVA's road 
map to its nuclear program recovery. There were some relatively minor areas noted where 
action in the Nuclear Performance Plan was either less than fully adequate, unclear, or 
missing. However, these areas were brought to the attention of the appropriate manager 
and adequate actions were developed.  

Benefits have been derived from completion of the ECSP's evaluation and reporting phases; 
however, the program objectives will not be fully achieved until the line organization 
implements all of the identified actions. As of September 1988, nearly half of the 
approximately 1300) specific actions have been completed, but the remainder are still either 
under way or planned. TVA must continue to close out each of these actions to ensure that



a standard of exclent work performance s achieved and maintained and to resurrect the 
pride and respect that was once a symbol of TVA's accomplishments. The Nuclear 
parfmn an»ce Pla mps is onesential since many of the ECSP concerns are being 
adiressed by the plan.  

It is anticpbted. impe mentaion of actions progresses, that TVA will learn more details 
about the problem being fixed and that appropriate changes in action may be required. A 
program has been established for monitoring all CAP commitments made by the line 
oranizations in response to ECSP findings, This program will review changes to original 
commitments and will ensure that any such changes are consistent with the original 
objective 

A final point should be made regarding the standards of excellence for which TVA must 
strive as it continues its nuclear program restoration. A review of the work standards in the 
nuclear industry within the last decade reveals a trend whereby expected levels of 
performance have continued to be more demanding. In view of this trend, TVA should be 
careful not to be content with standards of excellence that are merely sufficient to meet 
today's nuclear industry standards. Instead, TVA must be prepared to meet or exceed the 
more stringent work performance requirements of the future.  

Overall, the Employee Concerns Task Group concluded that completion of the specific 
actions identified by the program and continued adherence to the numerous actions 
outlined in the Nuclear Performance Plan should lead to correction of the problems 
identfied within the scope of concerns evaluated by the Task Group. The correction of 
these problems in turn will play an important part in TVA's overall effort to restore its 
nuclear program to normal operations.



SECFION 7 
BENEFS OF EMPLOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM 

With the submittal of this report, TVA has fulfiled the comintments made to its employees 
and the NRC for the ECSP with the exception of full impeention of identified actions 
In meeting these commitmentsV WA has concluded an effort that, for a program of this 
type, is unprecedented imagotude inthe history of the nuclear idustry.  

TVA has realized many benefits from completing the evaluation and reporting phases of the 
ECSP. First, and most important, IVA obtained a valuable source of information on 
conditions that needed correction. The Employee Concerns Task Group took a group of 
concerns of varying degrees of detail and covering diverse areas and produced an itemized 
worklist of approximately 1300 actions which can be tracked to completion in a systematic 
and orderly manner. The program provided a framework within which WVA could address 
alleged technical inadequacies at all sites and in a consistent manner where appropriate.  
The program also provided an additional means for determining whether or not the Nuclear 
Performance Plan is adequately addressing all areas of needed improvement in the IVA 
nuclear program. Along with the Nuclear Performance Plan, the program provided a 
documented benchmark for assessing future safe plant operating status. In addition to these 
technical benefits, a foundation has been laid for employee confidence in management to be 
strengthened because all employee concerns voiced prior to February 1986 have been 
dearly and positively addressed in an open forum. It is anticipated that employees 
henceforth will be less likely to harbor their concerns and more willing to pose their 
questions to management. In particular, employees who served as evaluators in the ECSP 
will return to their former supervisors more knowledgeable and inquisitive. Also, 
supervisors and managers will be more alert to establish and maintain open channels of 
communication with employees. On the whole, completion of the evaluation and reporting 
phases of the program lent further credibility to WVA's documented commitments to 
develop and implement an effective overall nuclear power program.



SECTION 8 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although threep erlreO of weaken dealing withimplnmeMatn of various programs 
d processes hae been tareted by the Nuclear Prformnnance Plan and were observed by 

the Euployee Coocerna Tak Group to be undergoing improvement, greater managment 
and employee attention and more aggressive actions are st recommended. Weaknesses 
still existing infa each of the three areas, as well as with management responsiveness to 
problem, are described below 

* Corrective Action Poces - Conditions Adverse to Quality Reports are still not 
being written in a manner that dearly defines the problem. Qualified Individuals are 
not performing an operability review as soon as possible to determine whether 
conditions exist that could prevent any safety-related equipment from performing its 
intended function. There needs to be increased attention given to ensuring that 
actions taken are effectively implemented.  

* Design Process -Tlhre continue to be errors in design output documents and 
weaknesses in integrating design requirements into implementing documents such 
as specifications and instructions. These continuing problems reflect adversely on 
the ability of the design organizations and of the independent review processes to 
effect measures that preclude design errors.  

* Work Control -There continue to be errors in work documentation and in 
adherence to procedures. These indicate a need for a greater commitment on the 
part of managers and emplayees to achieve excellence in the day-to-day details of 
work activities. Less than fully effective reviews of work results continue to allow a 
perception to exist that less than full compliance with procedures is acceptable.  
Weaknesses still exist in planning, coordinating, executing, and monitoring work 
activities.  

* Management Responsiveness - In addition to the observations above on 
implementation of programs and processes, a point should be made regarding 
responsiveness of management in addressing problems. There needs to be 
improvement in the timeliness with which line management plans and implements 
actions for problems. Also, actions that are planned and implemented need to 
directly and accurately address the problems.  

In taking more aggressive actions for the general areas noted above, TVA should establish 
an overall performance monitoring system throughout the Office of Nuclear Power with 
criteria that allow quantitative measurement of progress being made in these general areas.  
Such an overall system should be comprised of a network of lower-level performance





APPENDIX A 
PROFILES OF SENIOR REVIEW PANELISTS 

QIryitch A ates Inc, Komville, T anese Co oa engineering practices for 
umearmad advIaced technolog prograa More than 40 years of caperience wih complex 

tecbllogi ailrias hiaidh mthe MahUa.. Pr ject, -I Ia.-11Pr foal piMesgn 
ami wase manDint inutallaHti Former Director of Engieering at the Oak Ridge 
Natioal aboratoy and, for tea years a Member of the NRC Advisory Con irt on 
Reactor Siafpuards (Chairman in 1977). Know for his work in stands quality 

OarOce, and eui am ftihurase- ne.  

James IL.Dmatrd 

Former startup readiness consultant for Three Mile sland. Former manager in the Naval 
Reactor Program. Former Vice President for Naval Reactor Plant Construction for New 
York Shipbuilding Corporation. Former Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of tPennylvania. Nearly 50 years of experience in engineering managemet 
aerial procuremot, quality control, radiological control, construction, and traiing 

related to muclear fadlitie 

Riirid L K~dits 

Former Vice President for Quality and Technolog, Babcock and Woil Company. Former 
manager in the Naval Reactor Program. Former Assistant Director (Plant Engineering) for 
the Atomic Energy Comaimn. Forty years of experience in the design, manufacturing.  
research and developen, testing, operation and maintenance of nucear plants.  

Joeph C LaVaslle, Jr.  

Former Nuclear Project Manager for Sargent and Lundy. Twenty-five years experience in 
project management, licensing, construction, design, and operation of nuclear power 
facilities.  

Dad L Garlad* 

Former Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Office for Westinghouse Hanford 
Company. While at Westinghouse, assisted Department of Energy in developing Quality 
Assurance standards and programs. Thirty years of experience in the quality assurance of 
nudear plants, including preparation of plans, procedures, and manuals; indoctrination and 
training of personnel; and participation in more than 400 quality assurance audits, 
frequently as audit team leader.
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APCNIX C 
TCOY LvEEL OVWERVIEWCA
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MAJOR TECHNICAL FINDINGS 
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E-aino fr emleari calable imes ofired probles a all sis in the aa of cable 
inallai, splic n riad inspeard firepMroou mud aasmiant E ngineering had not esablibed adeqe criteria to anrol a or calclae cable sidewal presure, 
mriin Cable pNil tmie , and i«amun able bead radiu There was a lack of 
deo-ioa *vrilfi the adequacy of ta cable routing coper program used by 
Egineeri T sie dad mot always adhere to procedures oering puingemiati 
ad mriiig cable. These problens taken coiccily ceased accrtaintes regarding 
te ability of some safety-rased cables to perform their inrteed functions over the 
expected ife of the plant The deficienics indicard weakly itegrated program for the 
design and desigr control of cable sstena 

Most of ft dect A cable problems were known by TVA prior to the employee concerns 
evaiuati , and evaluations o varying dr were underway. Engineering evaluation and 
verification of the adequacy of inalled cable and reptacemet of deficient cable was being 
o mnhaed.c t  Compleion of this action wa required at each site prior to fuel load or restrt.  
Deficient cable splices and terminations have been and will continue to be corrected 
through field walkdowns and replacement where necessary. Applicable site procedures 
have been revised to modify inpection, fireproofing and maienance practices. The 
Electrical Engineering Branch is developing an integrated approach to cable design and 
desipn control to prevent recarence of cable problems.



FiIgmp MiB or efo rici-al conduit had do poseaid a ipaect re ( X-iqf and 
suiuriq-fiorsavice of sey-qelwfrd cak ad equipmenr at eah sitr. Tee bimp 
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lekgl required to a m. odaI teAhermal ai sminnC e Mmininu.nn bend rasls 
aSd i 0p5lemetian of Ia- icaners' C r rquing reapirmeae 

EAiLIing was already evaluatinghe ti cable iatiui proram at the trae of the 
ECi evalmins and a -ddrsi problems with excet e candit be mand conduait 
ouercrnding The issue of fleaible cunait inrsaflatiom prompted a requst for 
Engineering to perform a camplete re-evaluation of the efisting fcble ondait 
isarin for safety-related ipment and pipe-mounted devices that e subject to 
thermal and nic neoFat. Commitmnenr was made by Fngineering to establish a 
program at each site to evaluate andfr qualify existing fleible oduit installations.  
Consiruction will use this program output to ieify and rework any deficient conduit 
systeus or flexibl emudit installations. Completion of these actions is required prior to 
fad load or restart.  

Technical findings in the design of electrical systems a all sites dealt primarily with 
incomplete hndocumentarion of engineering dcisions. This lack of documentation raised 
questions regarding compliance of the design with design reqirements and commitments.  
Examples of specific areas in question included (1) the selection of certain circuit 
protection devices and breakers. (2) the bypassing of some thermal overload protection 
devices and switches, and (3) the adequacy of cable splices installed in cable tunnel 
manholes and preventive maintenance of the electrical splices in the manholes.  
Collectively, the findings indicated that a potential may have existed for failures of 
electrically powered sdfety-related systems and components that could have inhibited their 
ability to perform intended safety functions.  

Problems with electrical systems design are being addressed through the performance of 
additional calculations as well as through revisions to applicable Final Safety Analysis 
Reports, design standards, and drawings. Also, electrical manhole preventive maintenance 
programs either have been or are being established at all sites, and evaluations on the 
adequacy of existing cable splices in the manholes are in progress. Some of the actions 
required to correct electrical systems design problems are required to be completed prior to 
fuel load or restart of any plant.
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At the time of the evahaio Engineering had already impteented a major progrm to 
review, revise, and geraae nearly oe thusand dctrical c ior many of which are 
required prior to restart of any plant. A diesl generator loading evaluation is also being 
fimnwaid and doc aned.  

Shandown Bord Operadn VYlbas 

ft was determined that electrical shutdown boards at all sites had been operated to vaying 
degrees in excess of upper limits. This had created the potential for degradation and 
sudden, unpredicted failure of equipment, including safety-related equipment, powered 
from these boards 

Actions are underway at all sites to correct conflicting information regarding voltage 
requirements in Final Safety Analysis Reports and technical specifications. Also, steps are 
being taken to establish proper operational controls for voltage conditions on shutdown 
boards prior to restart of any plant. Measures are also being taken to determine the extent 
of equipment degradation. Any component found to have an unacceptable life cycle will be 
replaced before predicted failure.  

MECHANICAL DISCIPLINE 

Instrnmmnt Iine Inralaiatn 

Watts Bar, Sequoyah, and Browns Ferry had some instrument sensing lines installed with 
slopes that deviated from the minimum slope criteria as specified by the design output 
documents. Improper slope of the sensing lines could have affected the functioning of the 
lines and the accuracy of the associated instruments. Some faulty instrument line 
installations at these plants resulted from installation and inspection procedures that did not 
adequately implement the manufacturers' instructions for installation of instrument line 
compression fittings. Some instrument sensing line support clamps were not instilied 
properly at Watts Bar and Sequoyah.



At tie time of the evaaPio a proam to resoa the pr Ioules with ia eat 
re slope was already in place at Watts Bar Nucldear Plant ogam to addmures i-meIr 

e slope proNeins at Sequoyal and Browns Ferry Nucldear Plant were eqetly 
d lopedL However, these ppn were aot atddrei eg the s of Desin Basis 
A~denI wlitinmon a seinng line's ability to fn.rn thromghot aB operaonal modes 
Acioas as a resuat of the empiayee cocns evalation will be addressing Desig Basis 
Acident coadio Aions being taken will vary between siaes de o their diSOring 
statuses Basically, Enginaing will be evauating ad corc defig e es in the desi 
crieria and design ouput douments; Consction will be evaluating identifying, and 
wcrrecting the iatallada of insmument sensing lines to comply with revised sie 
inmpleenting procedures craft personnel will be trained to perform their duties in 
ao ,rdace with the revised criteria; Quality Control will be inspecting the insatla-io in 
accordance with site implemening procedures; and Quality Assurance will be monitoring 
and auditing the processes to provide confirmation of the quality of the progam.  
Coxrection of the design and instalation deficiencies required prior to hue load ao restart.  

Ya& eSubsimnion 

At U ts Bar, in some caes different valves had been substituted for those specified on 
drain without engineering review and approval and without the required design 
docume t changes. In some cases, the potential existed for the design baseline of affected 
systems be impacred.  

A Significant Condition Report was initiated to document this condition to ensure that the 
replaceent valves are evaluated and that proper action is taken. Unit I safety-related 
valves will be evaluated to ensure they satisfy design requirements and are correctly 
identified in design and as-constructed documents. Engineering wil be providing 
requirements for implementation into design, construction, and maintenance procedures to 
control valve replacements and substitutions to maintain the design baseline. Completion 
of these actions is required prior to fuel load at Watts Bar.  

PrEsAEr Ronadry Material Tracali bilty 

In general, material control procedures at Watts Bar, Bellefonte, and Sequoyah Nuclear 
Plants did not ensure full compliance with regulatory requirements regarding verification 
and traceability of pressure boundary material. The material in question was primarily 2 
1/2-inch and smaller piping and fittings received as loose (bulk) material and installed 
during plant construction activities. This problem was primarily one of documentation 
deficiencies, with the potential for hardware deficiencies.  

In response to the ECSP findings, TVA plans to use statistical sampling programs at Watts 
Bar, Bellefonte, and Sequoyah as required to confirm the adequacy of installed pressure 
boundary ma:erial. Material in that sample that is not adequately traceable will be 
physically tested, inspected, or otherwise analyied to determine compliance with the design 
basis. Also, Final Safety Analysis Reports, engineering specifications, and implementing



procdres are being rvised as err ' rei are material idnrifiation and traceabflit 
consisat with regalory requirements and the e a code requirements appicable 
to each site Som of t*ese actions are required for fuel lod or plant restart.  

There was a difBerig ECSP staff opinion regarding the aquacy of proposed action at 
Sequoyah and Watts Bar for this issue This diffiee in opinion for Seqooyah was 
escalated to the Manar of Nucxr Power for resottioa. The Manager of Nuclear Pwer 
contracted with two inatmn recognized experts in quality assuran and code material 
pplicati for Dlear powr lat a Ucoa.cz ?n c-hre the traceabiliy issue for 

Secqnyah. After evaluating the issue, the consultants conc rea with Sequoyah's actions.  
The Manager of Nuclear Power accepted the consultants' conodsions and also coecurred 
with Sequoyahs actions for the isue. Sseueuly proposed actions at Watts Bar were 
accepted by ECSP -mage-ernt based on the Manager of Nuclear Power's decision for 
Sequoyah.  

CIVUSTRUCrlURALDISCIII NE 

There were a number of findings associated with hangers/supports identified at all sites, 
inuding drawings that specified inconsistent support locations, procedures lacking bolt 
tightening requirements, poorly designed supports for conduit, and lack of design control 
over field fabricated replacements for vendor supplied parts. At Watts Bar and Sequoyah, 
vertical tube steel sections were installed as structural members for hangers/supports in 
outdoor areas without cap plates This created the potential for water and other debris to be 
trapped inside the tube steel and for damage to occur during freeze/thaw cycles.  
Mechanical shock a-restors (snubbers) required to meet design criteria for seismically 
analyzed piping systems were not installed and protected at all sites according to 
mufacturers' istrucons.  

Some of these problems at Watts Bar had been identified by TVA and corrective actions 
were underway at Watts Bar prior to the ECSP evaluations. Corrective actions at Browns 
Ferry and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants resulted from the ECSP evaluationc. All sites are 
reviewing and revising site procedures as appropriate, open-ended vertical tube steel 
sections located in outdoor areas are being protected, and Engineering is making necessary 
criteria changes to incorporate manufacturers' installation and protection instructions for 
mechanical shock arrestors.  

Ancharagn 

There were findings associated with the upper-tier criteria and site implementing 
procedures for the tightening of bolts installed in self-drilling expansion shell anchors.  
Concrete anchor bolt installation and inspection criteria contained no specifications to 
prevent or detect bolt overtightening. Sufficient training was not always given, especially at 
the craft level, concerning the applicable bolt tightening criteria.



Pir to the ECSP io act io either had alread been aplered or had been 
inial -a rn-ec the a ariy o these o def decii Appicab upper-tieri criteria were 
beiug iend to implement bolt tigtening req iiem . Lboray tests we to be 
performed to evalate die effects of bolt ovenigbaming as related to the eiring macher 

W1 More cNmprebensie mpaloye traing prrams were to be ilmmnored to 
addres bolt tightening crie 

Problems at all sites were fond in structural calulatios for a , spport, mad 
InIharamg Pipe support calulatios for all sites were founid in some cases to be based on 

mcarrect analytical a fpUxim and to be icopletly dOCmented. Four supports at 
Watts ar B me eda gneerring code limits for allowable stress.  

Actions were under way prio to the ECP evaluation that included verificaion of the 
retrie abhity and technical adequacy of dvci structural alantiom. Before plant restart, 
dvillstructural calculatia for essential components wil be identified and revised or 
rePgnrated as necessary. These actions will bring ciUstructural calulation 
docuentation to a quality level that will demonstrate the engineering bases for satisfying 
lifciarmg ananim nta and requircnand 

MAJOR PROGRAMMATIC FINDINGS 

Findings affecting progra and processes are presented under the catgories in wich they 
were observed. Cros-connection of common findings between categories is pointed ou..  
Some well-publicized ssues that were not substanated are also presented. Specific acons 
either have been or are being taken for the negative findings, some of wnich are required for 
plant restart, but they are not presented in this appendix. The actions, as well as a more 
detailed discussion of the findings, can be found in the applicable category reports.

Evaluations in the Engineering Category identified weaknesses in the Engineering 
organization's definition and control of the process for designing TVA'S nuclar plants.  
There were inconsistencies between various types of project procedures due to overlap in 
scope of the projects. Policies, standards, and procedures were not cosistently applied.  
Design input information such as design requirements, licensing commitments, and lessons 
learned from the operating experience of TVA's plants and other nuclear utilities were not 
always systematically incorporated into the design. Documents resulting from the design 
process did not consistently contain accurate, up-to-date requirements and as a result the 
users of these documents did not always dearly understand the requirements. There were 
instances where the cross-disciplinary interfaces within the Engineering organization did not
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tckh in specifying dek stamdan Revisions and approvals of designs were not always 
ad tely scoped, schedled, or procehdralim ed. In some cases, quality deficiencies that 
appeared in engarig work were mnt t Iaced asuffiantly and dosed out.  

mNSTRUCIOrN 

As a result of Construction Category evalations, weaknesses wer identified in the general 
areas of design work control, and corrective action programs. FinHIgs in the design area 
for the Constrction Categlry confirmed findings in the Engineerig Category. The output 
docmnents resulting from the design process and used by constriction personnel to build 
the plants did not always arrive in a timely manner and did not alw-ys contain accurate and 

mnplete requirements Therefore, some site procedures that implemented the design 
output documents did not fully specify the appropriate storage, handling, and installation 
requirements of some materials and components. Systems for controlling construction work 
activities at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant exhibited weakness in planning and coordination, the 
content of work instructions, and the work review function. Problems found with TVA's 
several programs for resolving "conditions adverse to quality" included untimely 
identificatiot of deficiencies and lack of reviews for the root casues and generic implication 
of deficiencies. As a con-squenca e the same or similar deficiencies sometimes recurred at 
the same or other sites.  

The quality of materials and methods used in backfill operations and the quality of concrete 
rixes at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant were found to be adequate. Backfill materials were found 

to be correctly used, placed, inspected, and documented in accordance with drawings, 
speifcations and procedures. Evaluations of the barrier trenches, whose function is to 
protect the soil supporting a major water intake pipeline from outflow during a seismic 
event, showed that proper materials were used, construction methods were correct, and the 
trenches were functionally and structurally sound. Comprehensive in-place testing and 
design evaluations proved that in-place concrete at Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants, 
whose adequacy had been questioned, was acceptable.  

MATERIAL DNTROL 

Consistent with the Construction Category's findings, the Material Control Category found 
deficiences in site implementing procedures governing key material control functions such 
a material identification, storage and handling, documentation and installation. The most 
significant result of these procedure deficiencies was inadequate documentation of some 
installed pressure boundary material. Evaluation results to date have not indicated that 
plant safety had been compromised by installation of unsuitable material. However, some 
installed material that had not been adequately documented is being evaluated to confirm 
that it is suitable for service.



Evaluations Of Welding Category concerns by the Welding Task Group revealed no 
widMspread breakdown in welding practices or procedures at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant No 
deficiencies were fouind that would have affected plant operability or threatened ft health 
or safety of the public. There were isolated instances of deficient welds that required 

g . evaluation to confirm their suitability for servicem There were also weaknesses 
knd in specf--------ns and procedures. inspector petrformance monitoring, do entaon 
of welder qualifications, and communication between individuals and supervisors regarding 
the intent or reason for various welding-related practices and procedures.  

In addition to the Welding Task Group's evaluations, the US. Department of Energy 
conducted a comprehensive, independent assessment of the quality of safety-related weldiug 
performed by TVA during construction of Watts Bar unit 1. The assessment included both 
a review of TVA's weld program implementing documents for compliance with original 
licensing commitments as well as an inspection of the installed hardware for acceptability 
under those commitments. The US. Department of Energy Weld Evaluation Project 
concluded from its review of the Watts Bar unit 1 welding program that the program wa in 
compliance with applicable codes, standards, and regulatory requirements and had been in 
place since the first safety-related weld had been made. The Employee Concerns Task 
Group concurred with this conclusion.  

OPERAT1ONS 

The Operations Category evaluations led to findings in the areas of the design process, 
corrective action programs, work control systems, material control, and adequacy of and 
adherence to procedures which reinforced the findings by other categories in th'2 
Engineering and Construction organizations. A need was identified for managers to 
develop and provide on-the-job training for their personnel based on actual job 
performance requirements, especially for and supervisors. In addition, a need existed for 
improved performance in certain areas of the maintenance program at the various sites.  
These areas included the overall corporate control and direction of the maintenance 
program; the utilization of operating experience information from TVA units and from 
outside TVA; the trending of equipment performance; and the application of design and 
construction standards and acceptance criteria to both maintenance and post-maintenance 
testing activities.  

O11AIJTY ASirRANCF 

Findings in the Quality Assurance Category reinforced those in other categories regarding 
weaknesses in corrective action programs, procurement and use of material and 
replacement parts, and adequacy of and adherence to procedures. In addition, the quality 
assurance record system was weak with respect to retention, retrievability, and control of 
quality-related documents.



Weaknesses in the corrective action program were the most significant and included 
problems with inspections, audits, nonconformance contral, and use of feedback from 
internal and external organizations. The site inspection program did not include all 
required attributes, did not ensure that all identified deficiencies were documented and 
resolved, and was not consistently executed and enforced. Quality assurance audit groups 
were not adequately staffed, not all required activities were audited, and the scope of some 
audits was deficient. Nonconformance control methods were cumbersome and complex; 
multiple reporting and resolution methods were in use and there were no inter-divisional 
procedures governing interfaces. Potential problems identified internally to TVA and by 
external organizations, such as NRC and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, were 
not consistently evaluated, trended, or reviewed for generic or plant-specific applicability.  

INDUSTRIAL SAFET1Y 

In the Industrial Safety Category, there were no major deficiencies found in the physical 
facilities and related equipment. Also, industrial safety procedures and instructions were in 
compliance with upper tier documents within the Office of Nuclear Power and provided 
adequate protection to employees. However, it was determined that the employees 
frequently, and knowingly, violated the industrmil safety rules and procedures. It was further 
determined that these violations were often accepted, or ignored, by supervision. Overall, 
the category concluded that there had been ineffective implementation of the Office of 
Nuclear Power's industrial safety policy and program prior to February, 1986.  

MANAGEMENT AN PFERSONNEL 

Evaluations in the Management and Personnel Category showed that management 
performance in many areas had been acceptable during the timeframe of the concerns.  
However, less than adequate management performance in some cases was a major 
contributor to many problems experienced by employees prior to 1986. The category 
determined that some managers had failed to convince their employees that they were seen 
as, or valued as, individuals by the organization. There were instances of favoritism in 
promotions and performance awards. Instances were noted of ineffective planning and 
coordination, poor communication, failure to keep commitments to employees, and failure 
to implement and enforce established policies and practices. Prior to 1986, TVA's nuclear 
program did not have a well structured management training program, and standards of 
performance were not well defined for either managers or employees.  

INTIMIDATION- H-ARASSMENTM WRONGDOING AND MISCONDU. I 

Incidents of intimidation and harassment directly related to the reporting of safety, 
quality-related, and non-quality concerns, including violations of Section 210 of me Energy 
Peorganization Act, and incidents of wrongdoing and misconduct did occur within TVA's 
n iclear organization at Waits Bar Nuclear



Plant before 1986. However, these incidents were isolated in nature and few in number.  
There was little evidence supporting the assumption that a widespread environment 
condoning intimidation and harassment or acts of wrongdoing or misconduct on the part of 
employees within TVA's nuclear program existed at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant prior to 1986.  

There was, however, sufficient evidence to conclude that there may have been a perception 
held by some employees that such an environment did in fact exist throughout TVA's 
nuclear program. It was concluded that adequate actions have been identified and pursued 
by the Office of Nuclear Power to resolve this employee perception.
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